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Vi
de

os Our videos are upbeat, motivational, energetic, educational, and 
most importantly fun and engaging. 

The type of video and the format will be agreed with us in 
advance and we will support you wherever necessary.

Do’s

	 Have	a	clear,	uncluttered	space	to	film	in.

 Ensure your lighting is bright so you and the product are 
 seen clearly.

 Record your video horizontally.

	 Ensure	the	quality	of	the	video	is	good	before	filming,	the	
 video needs to be clear with no glitching.

 Ensure you and the product are always in shot and in focus.

 Place your camera/phone down on a sturdy surface.

 Edit out any awkward or not required moments.

 Ensure the audio is clear.

 Use royalty-free music.

 Think about the thumbnail.

 Wear plain workout clothing with discreet logos.

 Keep the video between 2 – 5 minutes long.
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de

os  
Don’ts

	 Use	a	small,	cluttered	space	to	film.

 Film in a dark space or frequently change the lighting.

 Film blurry video with nothing in focus.

	 Film	grainy	video	or	apply	a	filter.

 Film vertically.

 Use music that has royalties.

 Film wobbly or unstable video.

 Not edit your video where it is required.

	 Use	muffled	and	unclear	audio.

 Wear gerrish or branded clothing.

 Make the video longer than 5 minutes or shorter than 2 
 minutes.

 Use rude or inappropriate language.

 Make content which was not agreed with Core Balance
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Im
ag

es Our image style follows this format:

• Fun & bright

• Aesthetically pleasing

• Modern & minimalist

• Product focused

Do’s

 Bright lighting.

 Clear and in focus.

 Minimalist and uncluttered background.

 Toned down clothing with discreet logos.

 Big smiles or natural resting face.

 Square images with products fully in shot

 Family friendly content

	 For	a	flat	lay	image,	minimalist	and	aesthetically	pleasing	
 with relevant props in the image.

	 Natural,	not	heavily	edited	or	filtered	images.

 Full image with no coloured boarders.

 Multiple products if possible.
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ag

es Don’ts

 Unclear or fuzzy images.

 Dark images.

 Cluttered backgrounds.

 Bright coloured clothing with large or obviously logos.

 Unnatural or overly posed images.

 Product(s) not fully in shot

	 Heavily	edited	or	filtered	images.

 Coloured boarders around an image.

 No products in image.

 Rude or inappropriate language.
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es Examples of customer images:
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es Examples of our marketing images:
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